Many characteristics of the ocean circulation are reflected in the mean dynamic topography (MDT). Therefore observing the MDT provides valuable information for evaluating or improving ocean models. Using this information is complicated by the inconsistent representation of MDT in observations and ocean models. This problem is addressed by a consistent treatment of satellite altimetry and geoid height information on an ocean model grid. The altimetric sea surface is expressed as a sum of geoid heights represented by spherical harmonic functions and the mean dynamic topography parameterized by a finite element method. Within this framework the inversion and smoothing processes are avoided that are necessary in step-by-step approaches, such that the normal equations of the MDT can be accumulated in a straightforward way. Conveniently, these normal equations are the appropriate weight matrices for model-data misfits in least-squares ocean model inversions.
53
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the interface for the assim-54 ilation of the MDT into ocean circulation models is defined and the deter- 
105
In general, the normal equations of altimetric measurements (6) and the 106 normal equations of the geoid model (7) result from independent observation 107 groups, so that the summation theorem of normal equations can be applied 
110
Eliminating the gravity field parameters x cs from these normal equations by 111 using a Schur decomposition (Golub and van Loan, 1983 , page 192) provides 112 the normal equations for the mean dynamic topography, in short that these results are robust to small variations of this maximum degree.
179
The infinite set of coefficients beyond 240 as a fourth set x cs 4 completes the 180 parameter vector. The full representation of MSS is
Gravity field and altimetric observations determine only part of the fre-quency spectrum, so that additional information based on the smoothness half wavelength [km] x F E finite elements mean dynamic topography 
Parameterization of the infinite-dimensional space

203
The altimetric measurements contain frequencies beyond degree and or- and treated separately. Hence, (13) can be recast as
208
The extra part of the observation equations A cs 4 x cs 4 can now be expressed 209 in terms of random variables
211
The random variable S is defined by its first two moments, the expectation 
Approach 2 -Rifugio02
232
For the model Rifugio02, smoothness of the gravity field according to 233 Kaula's rule of thumb is introduced as prior information:
).
234
Because the coefficients σ 
Assembling the geoid height information of the EGM08 in the vector ∆l EGM08 259 and the covariances for the respective frequency domains in the matrices
and Σ Kaula S2
leads to 
The model 264
Finally, the complete observation equations for the altimetric measure- 
with the stochastic information contained in
276
In contrast to (14) which describes the complete observation equations, the 
285
The gravity field parameters x cs can be eliminated by a Schur decomposition 286 from these normal equations to provide the normal equations for the mean 287 dynamic topography 
Numerical results
299
The static gravity field solution ITG-Grace2010s (Mayer-Gürr et al., 
357
The resulting estimate is not only smoother for Rifugio03 than for Rifugio01 1 We use the pratical salinity scale (PSS) for values of salinity. Note that in oceanography, salinity is a conductivity ratio and therefore does not have units. • N and from estimates of Lumpkin et al. (2008) 
